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Week  33 
May 3 - May 7  




SOLAR OVEN   

Materials:    
Cardboard box (Pizza box works best)

Pencil, ruler 

Glue, tape

Aluminum foil

Plastic bag or wrap

Black construction paper

Long skewer or stick

Chocolate bar (thin), graham crackers, marshmallows

Thermometer (optional)


Procedure: 
1. With a ruler and pencil, draw a square on the top of the closed lid, each side 2” 

from the edge of the lid. Cut carefully along the 3 lines only: omit the fold side. Pull 
up the cutout—this is going to be the new, smaller lid.


2. Inside the box, cover the bottom and four sides with foil (using glue, if necessary). 
Cut out and place a large black square inside on the bottom of the box.


3. Open the original lid and spread a clear plastic sheet over the inside surface, taping 
it tight around the sides. (Do not tape to the new lid, it needs to flap freely).


4. Let’s review: you have foil for reflecting the sunlight. The black paper absorbs the 
heat energy. The plastic wrap traps the heat inside the box. You are ready to cook!


5. Bring your solar oven to a very sunny spot on a hot day. Place your assembled 
s’more inside the box, close the plastic cover. Prop the flap open and tape a 
skewer to hold it up. Wait. As the lid reflects the sun’s rays toward the s’more and 
the black paper heats up absorbing the sun energy while the plastic sheet traps the 
heat, your chocolate soon starts to melt! 
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